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Want to enjoy your favorite VOB files with your iPod? Don't know how to convert VOB to iPod on
Mac OS? Don't worry, VOB Converter for Mac can help you.

This Mac VOB converter is specially designed for Mac OS X users to deal with VOB converting and
editing.

Key features of VOB Converter for Mac:

It supports converting VOB files (directly copied from DVD disk, or downloaded from Internet) to
various formats such as WMV, MP4, MOV, AVI, FLV, 3GP, MPG, MPEG, ASF, MOD and so on,
including convert VOB to iPod on Mac.

Apart from that, VOB Converter for Mac also allows you to convert other popular videos to VOB
format, compatible with DVD disk (user can easily create a DVD disk with the output VOB format).

In fact, this Mac VOB Converter is not only a converter in VOB format conversion for all Mac OS
versions, but also a full functional Mac video converter that can convert between any two video
formats. With it you can convert videos as well as extract audio from videos and store them
separately.

It is possible to convert any video to compatible formats that can easily played on iPad, iPod touch,
iPod classic, iPod nano, iPhone, Apple TV, PSP, PS3, Archos, etc.

Video editing function is also contained. You can freely set output profile, cut & merge video files,
alter video dimension, adjust playing effect and eliminate mosaic. All these functions can assist you
to edit videos with ideal effect but at ease.

How to convert VOB to iPod on Mac with VOB converter for Mac?

1.Open the Mac VOB to iPod Converter, then a friendly interface shall pop up in front of you.

2.Just press "Add File" button to import your VOB files. You can add some VOB files in one batch.

3.In the profile option, select any format of iPod from the drop-down list. Next is "Settings" function,
adjust video encoder, resolution, frame rate, etc here, certainly you can use the default settings.
Check before "Merge into one file" to convert VOB videos to one file. Remember to find a place to
save your output videos by press "Browse" button.

4.If you need, make some edits on source files. In tool bar, there are three buttons: Effect, Trim, and
Crop.

*Trim: Split video by setting start time and end time to keep the segment you want.

*Crop: Click "Crop" to extract the black sides or adjust video dimension from the original video file.

*Effect: Click "Effect" button to set video brightness, contrast, and saturation for better output quality.

5.After finishing settings, start VOB to iPod conversion.
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Generally speaking, VOB converter for Mac meets all the needs of common users and advanced
users. Just a few clicks, realize the dream of playing VOB and WMV, MP4, MOV, AVI, FLV, 3GP,
MPG, MPEG videos on iPod. Don't hesitate to free download and convert VOB to iPod on Mac now!
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